
V Alphabet
THE LANGUAGE OF LONGEVITY



Every language starts with letters.


The V Alphabet consists of letters that are the names of our products.


Letters make up words in the Project V language.


We have an answer to every health question.


Our language is understandable to everyone –


it’s the Language of Health and Longevity.


And we are pleased to speak the same language with you.


The Language of Longevity

V Alphabet
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The Language of Longevity

V Alphabet



V Dictionary

"CLEANSING"

CH: A multicomponent natural energy tonic

A: An antioxidant formula that protects 
against infections and toxins.

D: A natural complex to cleanse the body 
at the cellular level

A: An antioxidant formula that protects 
against infections and toxins
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BR: Strong nerves, healthy brain
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LV: Antioxidant protection against 
aging processes

ENT: Youthful and active with 
every confident step

OS: Strengthen bones and joints
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JN: Natural chocolate-flavored food supplement 
created for the harmonious development of children's 
bodies' physical, mental, and intellectual functions

Là J: Cream with plant stem cells that gives your 
skin a healthy glow

U: New strengthening formula (TBD)

JNB: A complex for the harmonious development 
of intellectual and physical functions

Là S: Ultra-moisturizing hyaluronic serum 
promotes a comprehensive transformation of the 
skin at the cellular level and combats skin dryness 
and dehydration.

JN: Natural chocolate-flavored food supplement 
created for the harmonious development of children's 
bodies' physical, mental, and intellectual functions



Thank you for 


your attention!


